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VOTE 1

Your Voice for Freedom of Choice
Time for Truth, Transparency and
Accountability in politics
Australia is at breaking point, thanks to successive Liberal/National and Labor/Green Government
leadership: massive debt; foreign ownership; high unemployment; an unhealthy, unhappy society;
a poisoned environment; looking down the barrel of a future of masking, tracking, control, over
regulation; continuing erosion of freedom of choice and rights; mass drugging and poverty.
AUSTRALIANS HAVE HAD ENOUGH.

It is time for YOU to have a voice.
The time is NOW to stand up and make change.
Australia NEEDS to have representatives for the people, in parliament, that have the guts to say
what others are afraid to say, raise issues that are being ignored and put the people and the earth
first, over and above ego, greed and the two party dictatorship.

Why Vote 1 Informed Medical Options Party
✓
✓

NO mandatory Covid-19 vaccine.

✓

Demand government truth and transparency and
accountability.

✓

Remove “neuro-toxic” fluoride from the few
remaining QLD water supplies.

Fight the loss of freedom under pretext of
Covid-19 safety.

✓

Ban 5G until independent studies and safety
levels are assessed on human, animal health and
the environment.

✓

Promote permaculture, organic food and
farming (chemical free).

✓
✓
✓

GMO free food and labelling.

✓
✓

Protect community banks and cash.

Invest in ethical energy and living.

✓

Defend people’s rights to use traditional and
natural therapies, include in the public health
system.

✓

Natural and midwife assisted birth advocates,
government funded.

✓

Education reform, support alternative,
community and homeschooling groups.

✓

✓
✓

Scrutinise impacts of mining and fracking on the
environment.

Legalise medicinal cannabis.

✓
✓

Freedom of choice and speech.

✓

Mandatory reporting of ALL vaccine and drug
adverse events.

✓

✓

Protect the environment and animals.

Less regulation, rules, red
tape and laws across the
board.

Demand truly independent health research and
safety studies.

Encourage and support small and local
businesses.
End foreign ownership of business, land and
water.

NO forced medication, NO mandatory
or coerced vaccination.

Informed Medical Options Party
Authorised by: Michael O’Neill, Informed Medical Options Party,
1755 Nulla Nulla Creek Road, Bellbrook NSW 2440 Australia.
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VOTE 1

Your Voice for Health Choice and the Future
By making a stand, the Informed Medical Options Party (IMOP)
is putting pressure on the existing government and other political
candidates and parties. IMOP now has a platform to raise awareness
and have a voice. By having a political party, IMOP cannot be
censored or ignored. We are literally now standing beside the
government. This is a platform for change and our future.

We NEED YOU as our marketing team.
Buy an IMOP T-shirt, become a part of our collective marketing
team, wear with pride everywhere and share pictures. Share
www.imoparty.com everywhere and anywhere on social media
to get the word out. We are here, we are in the election and we
want to make a difference. Buy an IMOP T-shirt: shop.imoparty.com

Like, follow and comment on IMOP social media pages, add an
IMOP frame on FaceBook, sign up to be an IMOP member

BY SUPPORTING US, YOU SUPPORT THE FUTURE.
The time to make a difference is NOW.

Time to vote for choice.
Queensland State Election
October 31st 2020.

We have about 30 passionate, educated, fearless
candidates in the upcoming state election ready to
make a stand and be a voice for the people.

Visit imoparty.com/QLD-Election-2020
for information on the candidate in your area.
EMAIL
FACEBOOK (AUS)
FACEBOOK (QLD)
INSTAGRAM
YOUTUBE
SIGNUP
DONATE
IMOP SHOP
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secretaryqld@imoparty.com
facebook.com/IMOParty
facebook.com/imopQLD/
instagram.com/informedmedicaloptionsparty
youtube.com/channel/UCg4tM-bcDY6TYfJccJtnP0w
imoparty.com/Membership-Options
imoparty.com/#donate
shop.imoparty.com/

